ECLIPSE 2024

SUNY Geneseo
SUNY Geneseo has designated the 2024 Eclipse as one of its core focuses for the 2023-2024 academic year.

- Setup of a college-wide eclipse team
- Curriculum
- Community outreach
- Ideas that Matter
Integrating the Eclipse into Geneseo’s General Education Curriculum

● Creation of 7 Open-Access Lessons that Integrate the Eclipse into the Geneseo Education for a Connected World curriculum
  ○ Communication
  ○ Scientific Literacy
  ○ Participation in a Global Society
    ■ Diversity, Pluralism and Power
    ■ World Cultures and Values
    ■ Contemporary Global Challenges
    ■ Creativity and Innovation
    ■ Sustainability
Interdisciplinary 1-credit Course on the Eclipse

● To include lessons from instructors in the Humanities, Social Sciences, Natural Sciences, Education, and Business

● Course will be facilitated by one primary instructor.
More on Curriculum

- Eclipse has already been incorporated into astronomy classes
- Poetry with focus on Eclipse in the English Department
- Focus on cultural/religious significance of Eclipse as part of GLOBE’s emphasis of global awareness
Community Outreach

- Field Trips for students of region’s high schools with focus on Eclipse
- Providing support through Adopt-a-Business program to small business owners
- Encouraging appearances in local media outlets